Abstract-We present a high level landmark-based visual navigation approach for a monocular mobile robot. We utilize heterogeneous features, such as points, line segments, lines, planes, and vanishing points, and their inner geometric constraints as the integrated high level landmarks. This is managed through a multilayer feature graph (MFG). Our method extends local bundle adjustment (LBA)-based framework by explicitly exploiting different features and their geometric relationships in an unsupervised manner. The algorithm takes a video stream as input, initializes and incrementally updates MFG based on extracted key frames; it also refines localization and MFG landmarks through the LBA. Physical experiments show that our method can reduce the absolute trajectory error of a traditional point landmark-based LBA method by up to 63.9%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual navigation using low cost cameras, such as cameras in mobile devices like cell phones and tablets, has gained more research attention due to the increasing needs for navigation assistance in indoor and/or GPS challenged environments. Visual navigation is often conducted under the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) framework. Despite its great success, visual SLAM still suffers from technical issues such as scale drift and robustness to dynamic environment. Besides the limitations of camera itself (as a bearing-only sensor), another possible reason is that most systems use low level features (e.g. salient points) as sole landmarks. This may not be the best choice when higher level landmarks are available in man-made environments where abundant lines in parallel directions and the salient building facades exist. These higher level landmarks not only enable the possibility of higher level tasks such as object recognition and human-robot interaction, but also can potentially help improve navigation performance.
We utilize heterogeneous visual features, including points, line segments, lines, planes, and vanishing points, and their inner geometric constraints as the integrated high level landmarks to assist robot navigation (see Fig. 1 ). This is managed through a multilayer feature graph (MFG) , an open data structure containing geometric relationships, such as parallelism and coplanarity. Our method extends local bundle adjustment (LBA)-based framework by explicitly exploiting different features and their geometric relationships in an unsupervised manner. The algorithm takes a video stream as input, initializes and incrementally updates and expands MFG based on extracted key frames, and refines localization and MFG landmarks through the LBA. Physical experiments show that our method can reduce the mean absolute trajectory error of a traditional point landmark-based LBA method by up to 63.9%.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is an extension of SLAM problems, and visual SLAM in particular [1] .
There are two prevalent methodologies in visual SLAM: the bundle adjustment (BA) approaches (e.g., [2] ) rooted in the structure from motion (SFM) area in computer vision, and the filtering methods (e.g. [3] ) originated from the traditional SLAM field of robotics research. Strasdat et al. have analyzed the advantages of each method in [4] . For both methods, various camera types/modalities have been studied, such as a monocular camera [5] , [6] , a stereo camera [7] , an omnidirectional camera [8] , and an RGB-D camera [9] .
Besides methodology and sensor configuration, another critical issue in visual SLAM is environment representation. For example, point cloud [10] and sparse feature points [11] are often employed as landmarks in a map. Recently, many researchers have realized that landmark selection is an important factor in visual odometry and SLAM performance. Lower level landmarks such as Harris corner and SIFT point, are relatively easy to use due to their geometric simplicity, which shares many properties with traditional point clouds generated from laser range finders. However, point features are merely mathematical singularities in color, texture, and geometric space. They can also be easily influenced by lighting and shadow conditions. To overcome these shortcomings, higher level landmarks have received more and more attention for visual SLAM, such as line segments [12] and planes [13] .
These works have demonstrated the advantages of higher level landmarks in robustness and accuracy, but they either treat these landmarks as isolated objects, or partially explore the inner relationship between them. This treatment simplifies the SLAM problem formulation but cannot fully utilize the power of high level landmarks. Very recently, Tretyak et al. present an optimization framework for geometric parsing of image by jointly using edges, line segments, lines, and vanishing points [14] . However, this method limits itself to a single image for now. At almost the same time, Li et al. propose the initial MFG concept based on two views [15] , which is then applied to building exterior mapping under an EKF framework [16] . Inspired by [4] , we present an LBAbased approach to constructing MFG from a video stream.
III. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Assumptions and Notations: Consider a monocular robot navigating in a previously unknown environment. Assume: a. 1 The robot operates in a largely static environment with rectilinear structures, a characteristic of typical manmade environments, and a.2 The camera is calibrated with radial distortion removed. Let us define the following notations, V Input camera video, {W } 3D Cartesian world coordinate system, I k A key frame extracted from V,
T , wherẽ X denotes the inhomogeneous, counterpart of X. X ∈ P n ⇒X ∈ E n .
We abuse "=" to denote real and up-to-scale equalities for inhomogeneous and homogeneous vectors, respectively.
B. Review of Multilayer Feature Graph: Introduced in [15] , MFG is the key data structure for organizing landmarks. Fig. 2 shows the structure of MFG, composed of five types of features in separate layers with four kinds of geometric constraints. Let us briefly review MFG for completeness. 1) A key point node represents a 3D point landmark. We denote its 3D position by P i ∈ P 3 and its image observation in I k by p i,k ∈ P 2 . 2) A line segment node represents a 3D segment object. We denote it in 3D by
T , where D i1 and D i2 are the two endpoints. Its observation in I k is then
T . 3) An ideal line node represents an infinite 3D line. We denote an ideal line in 3D by
T , where Q i is a finite 3D point locating on L i and J i is an infinite 3D point defining the direction of L i . The image of L i in I k is denoted by l i,k . Image ideal line l i,k is detected by identifying collinear image line segment(s). Thus, an ideal line has a set of supporting line segments.
4) A primary plane node represents a planar 3D object (e.g., a wall). We denote a primary plane by
, where n i ∈ E 3 and d i ∈ R, such that X T Π i = 0 for any point X on the plane. 5) A vanishing point node represents a particular 3D direction. We denote a vanishing point by V i in 3D and its observation in I k by v i,k . Besides, the geometric relationships between these nodes are represented by MFG edges connecting them, including parallelism, coplanarity, collinearity and adjacency (see Fig. 2 ).
C. Problem Formulation: I 0 and I 1 are given along with an initial MFG M 1 from [15] . For k ≥ 2, the problem is:
Definition 1: Given video V, MFG M k−1 , and historical camera poses {R 0:k−1 , t 0:k−1 }, select key frame I k , estimate camera pose {R k , t k }, and update the nodes and edges of
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN Our system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the main blocks are shaded and explained in this section.
A. Key Frame Selection: Given a video input, it is necessary to select a set of key frames for motion estimation. This is to guarantee sufficient baseline distance between two frames and avoid ill-posed epipolar geometry problems. The basic principle is to find a good balance between two needs: a) large camera movement to provide sufficient motion parallax and b) sufficient overlap of scene. Based on existing methods [2] , [5] , [8] , we make the following criteria for key frame selection. Supposing I k−1 and M k−1 are given, a video frame is chosen as key frame I k if it satisfies: 1) there are as many video frames between I k−1 and I k as possible, 2) the number of SIFT point correspondences between I k−1 and I k is no less than N 2d (N 2d = 50 here), and 3) the number of MFG key points that are observable in I k is not less than N 3d (N 3d = 5 here). Since I 0 and I 1 are manually selected by user, the selection criteria only apply for k ≥ 2. B. Image Feature Processing: Once I k is selected, we proceed to extract image features from it in the image feature processing step. 2D key points and line segments are extracted from I k using SIFT and LSD [17] , respectively, and 2D ideal lines and vanishing points are detected based on the resulting line segments. The correspondences of these image features are then found between I k−1 and I k . Detailed methods in this process can be found in [15] . Remark 1: All features detected from I k only exist in the image space so far, and they will be associated with 3D landmarks, or used to establish new 3D landmarks in the MFG update step.
C. Camera Pose Estimation: With image feature correspondences obtained, estimating the 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) camera pose R k and t k for I k is a key step for inferring 3D information and updating MFG. Existing methods (e.g. [18] ) usually solve this problem using 3-point algorithms [19] based on the 3D-2D correspondences {P i ↔ p i,k } between known 3D points and their observations in I k . This method omits the 2D-2D correspondences between I k−1 and I k whose 3D positions are unknown yet. To fully use both kinds of information, Tardif et al. propose [8] decoupling the estimation of R k from t k . We modify the method as below.
Step 1: Based on SIFT point correspondences between I k−1 and I k , compute essential matrix E using the 5-point algorithm in RANSAC [20] . Decompose E to recover the relative rotation R and translation t, with t unknown.
Step 2: Compute t using 3D-2D correspondences through a RANSAC process using only one correspondence for a minimal solution. This completes the 6 DoF estimation.
In the Step 2 of [8], Tardif et al. estimate the full 3 DoFs of t using two 3D-2D correspondences for a minimal solution. This difference can be justified by the different cameras we use -an omnidirectional camera in [8] with 360
• horizontal field of view (HFOV) vs. a regular camera we use with 40
• HFOV. Narrower HFOV results in fewer observable 3D landmarks in view and thus fewer 3D-2D correspondences, especially in a turning situation. Therefore, we choose to reduce the problem dimension in Step 2 to fit our needs. 
V. ALGORITHMS
We begin with the MFG update algorithms for each type of feature, and then details the MFG-based LBA formulation.
A. MFG Update
Updating MFG involves associating image features with existing 3D landmarks and augmenting MFG by setting up new nodes (landmarks) and edges (geometric relationships), which is detailed below.
1) Key Point Update: Key point update is similar to traditional point-based SFM methods. We briefly describe our algorithm for completeness. For a 2D point correspondence x i,k−1 ↔ x i,k between I k−1 and I k ,
• if it is a re-observation of key point P j , let p j,k = x i,k .
• if it is a newly discovered point, compute its motion parallax ρ(
is greater than a threshold τ p , we compute its 3D position and add it to M k as a new key point node. Otherwise, we start a new image point track Q j = {x i,k−1 , x i,k } to keep track of it in future frames.
• if it is an observation of an image point track Q j , append it to the track Q j = Q j ∪ {x i,k }, and check whether Q j can be converted to a key point node. To do this, we compute the motion parallax between each pair of points in Q j , and if anyone is larger than τ p , a new key point node is established and added to M k . 2) Ideal Line Update: Before presenting the ideal line update algorithm, we need to define the motion parallax for ideal lines first. It is well known that the motion parallax of a point correspondence
(1) where H r represents a rotational homography [21] , ·, · indicates the angle between two vectors, and R is the relative yi,k-1 yi,k y'i,k xj,k-1 x'j,k
Ik-1 Ik
Hr Camera center rotation between I k−1 and I k . Generally speaking, motion parallax has not been clearly defined for lines. Here we propose a heuristic motion parallax measurement for ideal lines by leveraging the line segment endpoints on them. For an image ideal line correspondence y i,k−1 ↔ y i,k , define
where {x j,k−1 , j = 1, · · · , n} are the endpoints of image line segments that support y i,k−1 , and x + j,k is the perpendicular foot of x j,k := H r x j,k−1 on y i,k in I k (see Fig. 4 ). The rationale is that we want to reward line correspondences which have larger distance in their perpendicular direction. If y i,k overlap with y i,k , their motion parallax should be zero.
With the motion parallax defined, the ideal line update can be performed in a similar fashion to the key point case, and thus skipped here.
Remark 2: Line segment nodes are also updated in this process. Since a line segment always has an ideal line parent, when an image ideal line is converted to a node, its associated line segments are also converted to line segment nodes. Their 3D positions are computed from the 3D ideal line parameters.
3) Vanishing Point Update: Updating vanishing point nodes is straightforward. Given an image vanishing point correspondence ν i,k−1 ↔ ν i,k , if it is a re-observation of existing node V j , let v j,k = ν i,k . Otherwise, establish a new vanishing point node
T . It is trivial but important to update the edges between ideal lines and vanishing points whenever a new ideal line or vanishing point node is added.
4) Primary Plane Update: Finding new primary planes relies on detecting coplanar key points and ideal lines. Here we detect primary planes directly from 3D key points and ideal lines using RANSAC. To be specific, let C be the collection of 3D key points and ideal lines which are not yet associated with any primary plane. We brief two key steps of the RANSAC process below. 1) Compute a plane candidate Γ from a minimal solution set, which could include either 3 key points, or 2 parallel ideal lines, or 1 key point plus 1 ideal line. 2) ∀c ∈ C, compute score f (Γ, c). If c is a key point, f (Γ, c) is the perpendicular distance from c to Γ; if c is an ideal line, f (Γ, c) is the average of the distances from its associated line segment endpoints to Γ. If the size of the largest consensus set is greater than a threshold N plane , we add the corresponding plane candidate to M k as a primary plane node, and establish edges between it and the key points and ideal lines in the consensus set. Moreover, when new key point or ideal line nodes are established, we check if they belong to existing primary planes similarly.
B. Local Bundle Adjustment
After MFG is updated, we want to refine the estimated camera pose and MFG nodes simultaneously using LBA. Along the lines of [8] , we use w latest key frames to bundle adjust m latest camera poses and MFG nodes established since I k−m+1 , with w ≥ m usually. To account for the various feature types and geometric constraints in MFG, we need to define cost functions accordingly.
1) Key Point: Denote the re-projection of key point P i in I k byp i,k := P k P i . We assume zero-mean Gaussian noise for image point measurement, i.e.,p i,k ∼ N (0, Λ p ). Define the cost function for P i in I k to be
2) Ideal Line & Collinearity: Denote the re-projection of ideal line
Since the observation of L i in I k , i.e. l i,k , is estimated from its supporting line segments {s ι,k |ι = 1, · · · }, we directly treat these line segments as its observations for cost function definition. The measurement noise of image line segment can be modeled in various ways. Here we adopt a simple but well-accepted modeling, which assumes each line segment endpoint is subject to a zero-mean Gaussian noise, i.e.,
, where j = 1, 2, and I 2 is a 2×2 identity matrix. Define the cost function for
where d ⊥ (·, ·) denotes the perpendicular distance from a point to a line in image. This cost function effectively captures the collinearity constraint between ideal lines and line segments.
3) Vanishing Point & Parallelism: Let the re-projection of vanishing point V i in I k bev i,k := P k V i . The observation of V i in I k is v i,k which is the intersection of image line segments from the same parallel group. Since v i,k is estimated from line segments, its estimation covariance Λ v i,k can be easily derived as well [22] . Define the cost function for
In particular, for all ideal lines
T such that these lines are strictly parallel. Recall that Q j is a finite point on L j . This parameterization and cost function together account for the parallelism relationship in MFG.
4) Primary Plane & Coplanarity: Primary plane Π i has neither re-projection nor direct observation in image space. Therefore, we define its cost function by leveraging 3D key points and ideal lines, respectively. For key point P j and primary plane Π i , define
where δ ⊥ (·, ·) denotes the perpendicular distance from a point to a plane in 3D, and P j ∈ Π i indicates that P j is connected with Π i in MFG. For ideal line L j and primary plane Π i , define
where {D ι , ι = 1, · · · , n} denote the endpoints of all the line segments that support L j . Eqs. (6) and (7) The MFG-LBA problem at time k is min
This problem can be solved using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [21] , and the solution provides refined camera poses S 
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented our algorithm using C++ in Windows 7. To validate the algorithm, we have compared it with state-of-the-art methods on different datasets. We choose the 1-Point RANSAC-based EKF-SLAM method [1] for comparison as it is state of the art in monocular visual navigation. Its MATLAB R code is available at the author's webpage [23] . In the following, we will refer to it as 1Point-EKF for brevity. The second method for comparison only uses SIFT points as landmarks and performs LBA as well, named Point-LBA. This method can be regarded as a degenerate version of MFG. Our proposed method is named MFG-LBA. It is worth mentioning that no loop closing is performed.
A. Indoor Experiments 1) Evaluation Metric: To evaluate the localization accuracy, we adopt the widely used absolute trajectory error (ATE) [1] . Since the ground truth and the estimation of camera poses are usually represented in different coordinate systems, we need to align them before computing ATE. Let g W k be the ground truth of camera position at time k in a coordinate system {W } and r W k the estimated one in {W }. We need to find a similarity transformation that maps r . The ATE ε k at time k is then defined as the metric distance between the estimation and the ground truth of camera position:
2) Datasets: We have tested on two datasets: HRBB dataset and Bicocca dataset. The HRBB dataset is collected on the 4-th floor of H. R. Bright building at Texas A&M University using a PackBot. A Nikon 5100 camera with 60
• HFOV is mounted on the PackBot. The dataset consists of 12000 raw frames with 1920 × 1080 resolution and 30 fps frame rate. In our experiments, we down-sample the images to 640 × 360 for faster computation. The robot trajectory covers around 70 meters. The ground truth of camera poses is obtained using artificial landmarks with error of ±1 cm.
The Bicocca dataset used here is an image sequence from the publicly available Rawseeds datasets [24] . The image resolution is 320×240, and ground truth of camera positions is also provided. A sequence of 2000 frames are used for experiments, describing a trajectory of around 77 meters.
3) Results: Tabs. I(a) and I(b) show the ATE's for each method on two datasets. We can see that Point-LBA performs better than 1Point-EKF and this complies with the observation of [4] . Our algorithm MFG-LBA outperforms both of the other methods, achieving a relative mean ATE of 1.09% and 3.29% on each dataset, respectively. This implies that the mean ATE of our algorithm is 63.9% and 29.1% less than that of Point-LBA on each dataset, respectively. The larger ATE on the Bicocca dataset is due to lower image resolution. Fig. 5(a) shows the estimated trajectories on the HRBB dataset. We can see that our algorithm suffers the smallest scale and angular drift. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the cost function values of each component of (8) over key frames, from which we see how each type of feature and constraint contributes to the LBA process.
B. Outdoor Test
We have collected an outdoor dataset containing 3240 frames with a hand-held camera (Nikon 5100). The camera trajectory covers around 150 meters on campus. The images are down-sampled to resolution 640×360. Although we do not have true camera trajectory, we have measured the plane normal directions of building facades on Google Maps and use them for evaluation. For the Point-LBA algorithm, 3D planes are detected from the resulting 3D points by finding coplanar points using RANSAC; the found planes are then re-estimated by optimization. Tab. I(c) shows the plane normal errors of reconstructed building facades. Our method produces smaller plane normal errors than Point-LBA, implying a smaller angular drift (see Fig. 1 ).
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK We presented a method utilizing heterogeneous visual features and their inner geometric constraints as the integrated high level landmarks to assist robot navigation. This was managed through a multilayer feature graph. Our method extended LBA framework by explicitly exploiting different features and their geometric relationships in an unsupervised manner. Physical experiments showed that our algorithm outperformed state of the art in localization and mapping accuracy. In the future, we will use MFG to facilitate loop closure detection and consider incorporating appearance information to enhance robustness.
